1. Abstract

Operating System-level virtualization, also known as a container, is an increasingly popular approach to isolating applications that use the same underlying OS kernel [2, 6–8]. Containers have increased in popularity recently as the default back-end for Docker, an application packaging and distribution system used by companies including Google [5].

The purported reason to use containers over a hardware virtual machine, such as VMware or Xen, is reduced overheads. Containers are generally implemented by copying a subset of OS data structures, which one would expect to be lighter-weight than running another complete OS instance. Similarly, data structure initialization can be faster than booting a legacy OS kernel. However, most existing comparisons of these two technologies are ad hoc at best. There is a remarkable lack of scientific studies on this topic, and existing studies are either dated in a rapidly evolving field; narrowly focused on particular application areas; or overlook important optimizations, leading to exaggerated results.

In the interest of adding experimental data to the scientific discourse on this topic, this paper contributes a careful, updated comparison of the two technologies. Throughout the paper, we use Linux’s KVM [4] and LXC [1] as representative examples of both technologies. We organize this comparison around two important metrics for cloud efficiency: consolidation density, or guests per physical machine, and the latency to start a new guest—a metric relevant to quickly meeting to spikes in demand. If start-up latency is too high, providers will generally provision for peak demand instead of average demand to minimize worst-case request latency.

Our comparison yields a more nuanced set of benefits and some drawbacks to each option. For instance, simple checkpointing optimizations yield start-up times for KVM that are an order of magnitude lower than reported by previous studies [3]. Moreover, the start-up time of either is unacceptably high to dynamically scale instances of latency-sensitive applications. Similarly, overall density of either technology is highly dependent on the most contended resource, and, for several resources, neither approach has a clear advantage.

Finally, this paper contributes the first detailed analysis of the worst case for VMs relative to containers: memory consumption. We identify several opportunities to improve both technologies and reduce this overhead for VMs. We believe creating VMs with overheads equivalent to containers is a useful and interesting “challenge problem” for future research. We expect this challenge may not be completely realizable, as there are likely fundamental memory overheads for VMs relative to containers, but we also identify considerable bloat that could be reduced.
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